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Food services

Cost of
meal plans
rising
Students will pay 3 percent
more next fall
BY BETH SEWELL

Herald reporter
Because food costs are rising for
Western, the university will have to take
an extra bite out of student wallets next
year.
Meal plan rates will rise 3 percent in
fall 2003 to cover increases in distributor costs and labor
costs, according to
Dining Services director Barry Wells.
The
10-meal-aweek plan, which will
be required for incoming freshmen, will go
per
from $729 per semester to $750. But meals
will still be cheaper for
meal plan holders than
for students who pay
with cash or Big Red
dollars.
Several students,
including Ceylon Hollis, a freshman
from Clarksville, Tenn., said a 3 percent
increase wasn' t enough to drive them
away from meal plans.
Hollis is keeping her 7-meals-perweek plan because it's convenient.
"I don't have a car, so it's easier to go
to Topper Cafe," Hollis said.
But if she could do it differently, she
would.
"I don't think it's worth it," Hollis
said. "It's kind of expensive already,
and the food is not that great for the
price."
The rise isn't an issue for Brandenburg freshman Abe Miller because
his parents pick up the tab.
He likes having a meal plan because
it's easier.
"You just give them your card, say
'meal plan,' and they just swipe it," he
said.
The hike in meal plan prices next
year will follow on the heels of other
price increases this year.
Wells said the prices of some items
in the university's food courts increased
this semester, namely fountain drinks,
which have risen 10 cents. But he wasn't sure which other items were more
expensive.
Students who pay cash on campus
have taken notice.

A10-meala-week
plan used
to cost
$729

Patricia Hess/Herald
Stephanie Peterson, left, and Ashlee Locke, freshmen from Nashville, go to Java City every Tuesday and Thursday before their
broadcasting class.

semester.

A good book ...

Next year,
it will cost

$750.

and a cup ofJoe
Java City helps students warm up to library
BY JESSICA SASSEEN AND
BRYAN SNEAD

Herald reporters
Helm-Cravens Library's newest addition
may have brought studying back into style.
Java City, a coffee and pastry shop, has
shown it provides more than just warm coffee to cold students. Since the shop debuted
in August, student traffic in the library has
jumped 20 percent.
Doug Wiles, a library security officer
who regulates entry to the buildings, said
50,000 people entered the library last
month, compared to 40,000 people in the
same month a year ago.
Library directors are excited and have
more plans in the works, including live
entertainment and an "Underground
Lounge," just below the shop.
At 9:30 tomorrow morning, a ribbon-cutting ceremony will celebrate Java City's
opening and mark the beginning of the new
plans.

Java City manager Jim Sears is already
imagining the new lounge, which will be
located below the store next to the library's
government section.
"l can sec this place full of people, especially in the winter," he said.
Western students will deck the walls with
artwork and photos. Lounge chairs and rugs
have already been added, with more on the
way.
Not many students are aware of the additions and plans, but promotions for events
will start soon. Students who want to showcase their talents, like Scottsville senior
Brian Roberson, could get a chance to perform there.
"I'm in a saxophone quartet, and we
would be interested in playing over here,"
he said.
A newly-formed group, the University
Libraries Java City Live Entertainment
SEE

BoOK

PAGE
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Patricia Hess/H.erald
Since Java City opened, the number of books
checked out of the campus library has increased.

SEE FOOD PAGE

'1m angry because they didn't finish what they started. "

5

Hard to swallow?

Nappy Roots won't be playing at Western
BY ZACH MILLS

Herald Reporter
Nappy Roots is coming home ...
sort of.
They are playing at Kentucky
State, Morehead State, Kentucky and
Eastern, but they won't be here.
Not anytime soon, anyway.
The group's college tour schedule
skipped Western, and some students

are disappointed.
Louisville sophomore Annie Henning is a fan of Nappy Roots. Although she enjoys the band's music,
she feels Nappy Roots has not fulfilled their responsibility to Western.
'Tm angry because they didn't
finish what they started," she said.
"Don 'l turn your back on your fans."
Henning's frustration started
when a Nappy Roots concert at the

Corvette Museum was rained out last
spring. Henning expected to receive
word about a make-up concert, but
that word never came.
Concert promoter Darrel Lee told
the Herald in April that he wasn't
sure if Nappy Roots would come
back to Bowling Green.
According to their contract,
Nappy Roots had to perform, Lee
said. And since the group performed

one-and-a-half songs on the
amphitheater stage during a 6 p.m.
sound check, they had technically
honored their part of the contract, he
explained.
But students still want Nappy.
"Nobody said, 'We're going to
refund your money,"' Henning said.
"They just said 'Get in your cars. The

SEE NAPPY PAGE 9
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This is how much more (or less) you're
paying (in cash) for food on campus fo
specified meals:
Pizza Hut:
$.19 more
Subway:
$.11 more
Taco Bell:
$.50 less
Source: Food Services

Michael Hutzel/Herald

"Nobody ever told me it was 'black mold. "'

Toxic mold found in Tate Page last year; few told
BY DAVE SHINALL

Herald reporter
Many of the 250 faculty and staff
who work in Tate Page Hall were
never told a laboratory found small
samples of "toxic mold" in the building last fall.
"There were two colonies of the socalled 'black mold' found in insulation
surrounding duct work," Public Affairs

Director Bob Skipper said. "It's in very
minute quantities, and this was not airborne."
Contractors removed the insulation
in the 32-year-old building where the
toxic mold was found. State health
inspectors didn't find any of it in a follow-up test in February, said Charlotte
Reeder, director of Environmental
Health and Safety.
Western contracted with Pathogen

Control Associates in Norcross, Ga., to
test for mold in Tate Page after professors and staff complained about mold
in classrooms and offices.
Many had allergic reactions, but
one psychology professor, Adrain
Thomas, suffered from muscle twitching and numbness his doctor blamed
on mold.
The laboratory report from PathCon, dated Nov. 27, 2001, showed two

To cap or not to cap?

Let's talk about sex ...

On Tuesday:

1\vo SGA members think Western should set an enrollment cap.
SGA will discuss the issue. Page 3.

From the patch to the shot, new
birth control methods are hitting
the market. Page 7.

Read coverage of Friday's
regent election between Robert
Dietle and Betsy Shoenfelt

colonies of Stachybotrys chartarum
and 10 other types of mold were found
in Tate Page.
Stachybotrys chartarum is a toxic
mold that, in large concentrations, can
cause sickness and was blamed for the
deaths of 16 infants in Cleveland,
Ohio, said Norman Goodman, a microbiology professor emeritus at the
University of Kentucky.
Tennessee Environmental H~alth

director Bonnie Bashor said the toxic
mold can cause serious illness in people allergic to molds, in those with
weakened immune systems, or in
infants whose immune systems are not
fully developed.
A toxic mold infestation in a Bluff
City, Tenn., high school last week
prompted the Board of Education there
SEE MOLD PAU
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"(Wkuherald.com) is better
than most pro sites out there."

- Andrew Locke, director of
multimedia, MSNBC.com
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By the numbers

Weather watch
Today

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

Monday

49
682 592

692 442

79 2 60 2

752 622

Day

612 452
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Herald reporter
Campus police received an anonymous phone
call Saturday from a student who reported seeing a
man with a gun in BarnesCampbell Hall.
Capt. Eugene Hoofer
said police are investigating the report.
"We're looking at the
possibility of it being a
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prank call," he said.
According to a campus police report, the
caller told police around
11:30 p.m. that he or she
had seen a masked man
with a gun on the sixth
floor of Barnes.
The caller described
the man as about 6 feet 4
inches tall, 230 pounds
and carrying a 9 mm
handgun, the report said.

► Crime Re,ort•
Arrests
♦ Clayton L. Moore,
Rodes-Harlin Hall, was
charged Monday with
receiving stolen property
under
$300.
Warren
County Regional Jail had
no record of his arrest yesterday.

Reports
Fielder Williams Strain/Herald

♦ An

unknown caller
reported at 11: 30 p.m.
Saturday seeing a man
with a gun on the sixth

Ronnie Wren of Wasco Masonry works on a doorframe on the top floor of Bates-Runner Hall.

floor of Barnes-Campbell
Hall.
♦ Barbara R. Glass,
accounting and finance,
reported Monday a parking permit worth $120
stolen from her 1993
Lincoln.
♦ Brad Pittman, athletics department, reported Monday stereo equipment worth a total of
$545 stolen from Bowling Green Junior High
School.

► Cleariagtlle 4ir
♦ Due

to a Herald error,
freshman Abby Borror's name
was misspelled in a story about
Western's volleyball team on
the front of Tuesday's sports
section.
The Herald regrets the
error.
♦Due to a Herald error, a
front-page
article about

Diddle Arena Tuesday misstated that 250 employees
were moved out of the building when construction began.
Two-hundred fifty workers
were moved into the building.
The Herald regrets the
error.
♦ Due to a Herald error, the
titles above headlines in two

►

News Brief•
lmprov group to perform Business speaker on tap

State House speaker
honored by KLC

Tender cuts of
all-white-meat
chicken breast with a
kick of Buffalo flavor
baked right in.

House Speaker Jody Richards, D-Bowling Green, was
honored Friday by the Kentucky League of Cities. He received its Legislative Leadership
Award at the organization's
annual conference.
- Rex Hall Jr.

Try a 10-pc. order

for Jut SS.99

with any pizza purchase

"Story time."
The Herald regrets this
error.
♦ The
College Heights
Herald corrects all confirmed
errors that are brought to
reporters' or editors' attention.
Please call 745-6011 or 745-5044
to report a correction, or e-mail us
at herald@wkuherald.com.

stories incorrectly identified
the stories as "Student scams"
on Page 7 of Tuesday's Herald.
The title on the "University
libraries programs help make
community high tech" story
should have said "Technology" and the title on
"Herrington's story: Off-campus woes," should have said

The Sunshine Express, a
local four-member improv
group, will perform tonight at
the Russell Miller Theater in
the fine arts center.
The performance begins at
8 p.m. and will run until about
9:30 p.m. Admission is $2.

Globalization will be addressed by guest speaker Paul
Clermont during the international business topics colloquium tomorrow.
The colloquium is from 6-8
p.m. at the Knicely Institute for
Economic Development.

-Cassie Riley

-Adriane Hardin

Serving West B.G. & WKU:

781-9494

BOOK: Traffic boosted in library

2201 Stonehenge Ave.

South 8.G. & Dine In:

B.G. Bypass Vicinity:

781-1000

781-6063

1505 U.S. 31W Bypass
3901 Scottsville Rd. _
__________
Tr _________
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Pizzas
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Offer valid with coupon only.
'ti
:
Offer valid
coupon only,
I
Coupon
veUd with any othar offer. I
,·· Customer
Coupon not valid with any other offer. I
Customer pays applleable aales tax.
pays applicable aalas tax.

Deep Dish $1.00 extra per pizza.
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Committee, will make the
selections. They're hoping to
draw poets, artists and comedians, as well as musicians. They'll
also host an open mic night.
"The idea is to create an environment that will draw people to
this part of campus and make the
University Libraries a center for
activities - art, culture, other-

wise," said Jack Montgomery,
head of the committee.
Beginning next month, the
lounge will host one-hour performances, once a week, around
lunch time. A more fonnal event
could possibly occur one evening
a month. A public address system
will be provided and, weather
permitting, perfonnances will be
outside.

1•Topping Pizza

I

Any Number of Toppings

I
Expires: 11-30-02
I
Expires: 11-30-02
Additional Toppings only $1.25 each. I
A Deep Dish $1.00 extra per pizza.
I
#147 I M
Nodoubletopplngs. # 1101111
I • •,· · Offer
valid with coupon only.
I~
.. Offer validnotwithvalidcoupon
only.
Coupon not valid with any othe, offer.
,·
with any other offer.
I
·
Customer pays Ippllcabla aales tax. .1
· Coupon
Customer pays applleabl1
tax.

I
I
II

~----------~----------~
11101

I
I

14" Large
1-Topplng Pizza

:I

$7,99
■

A.

14" Large
I
1 1-Topplng Pizza & I
: 8-pc. ClnnaStlx• I

1

:I $999
■

I
Expires: 11-30-02
I
Expires: 11-30-02
I ~ Deep Dish $1.00 extra per pizza.
~ Deep Dish $1.00 extra per pizza,
AdditionalTopplngs
#105 I ~ . AddlUonalTopplngs
#143
only$1.25each.
•
only$1.25each.
I 'ti · Offer
valid with coupon only.
I
.
.
Offer velld with coupon only.
not valid with any other offer. I
•. Customer
Coupon not valid with any
olle<.
I , · · Coupon
Cus1omor pays applleabla salH tax.
poys Ippllcablo 11l91 tax.

I
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Spec1a1
Sweet & Sour Chicken

$4.so

I

! $919 ! $10?9 !
II DELIVERY SPECIAL

Reach Jessica Sasseen and B an
Snead at news@wlcuhe ·-u ry
r=com.

with
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I 16" EXTRA LARGE I Any 14" Large Pizza I
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. Lib~ officials hope Java
Ci~ "".ill continue to be a worthwhile investment.
"The library is very happy
to . ha ve increased
·
usage "
Wiles s.,;d "Th
'
"-' ·
at was the reason the library wanted to have
a coffee shop."
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Western asks for hearing in Nash suit
plant.
In a letter to White Monday,
Western attorney John Grise said
Western has asked a U.S. the university has agreed to pay
District Court judge for a hearing for all the medical and travel
to discuss the motion it filed in expenses associated with Presley
August to dismiss a lawsuit filed Nash's transplant - a procedure
against the school over an insur- expected to cost $500,000.
ance claim.
General Counsel Deborah
Western employee Staci Nash Wilkins said Monday that
and her husband Brian "Slim" Western notified the family in
Nash sued Western. Their 4-year- writing in August that it would
old daughter, Presley, needs a pay for the procedure. She said
bone marrow transplant.
another letter outlining the uniThe family filed suit after versity's intentions will go to the
HCC Life, which handles Nashes this week, detailing what
Western insurance claims over Western's self-insurance plan will
$75,000, refused to cover cover for the transplant.
Presley's procedure.
Wilkins is hopeful the court
Matthew White, an attorney wiJl grant Western's request for a
for the Nash family, responded to hearing to discuss its dismissal
the university's motion last week motion. She said the hearing will
that the suit should not be over- benefit both parties.
"We believe the appearance in
turned because Western has yet to
document it will cover the trans- court by both counsels would be
BY MAI HOANG

Herald reporter

helpful to the resolution of the
motion," she said.
Janice Weiss, a lawyer for the
Nash family, has refused comment about the lawsuit.
Presley Nash's grandmother,
Martha Houchin, said Monday
that Presley's transplant is scheduled for Oct. 18.
In the meantime, questions
about how the transplant will
affect the cost of health insurance
premiums for faculty and staff in
the upcoming year are still unanswered.
Funding for the procedure and
court costs are being taken from a
faculty and staff self-insurance
reserve fund. The use of that
money, administrators have said,
could cause premiums to increase
next year.
But until Western knows
how much it will have to pay
for the procedure, it cannot

From our family to yours,
Congratulations to all new and upcoming initiates

know how much premiums will
be, Human Resources director
Tony Glisson said.
Glisson said open enrollment for faculty and staff health
insurance - which happens
every October - could be
delayed until November.
He said the lawsuit by the
Nash family, plus the cost for
the transplant, are not the only
factors causing the delay. He
said other issues, including
determining
co-pay
and
deductible rates have also contributed.
"All of those things lumped
together just requires that we
spend more time evaluating the
most favorable optbns for next
year," Glisson said.

Reach Mai Hoang at news
@wkuherald.com.

Western,
Park Service
•
sign contract
BY DAVE SHINALL

Herald reporter

1407
US31w
By-Pass

Russellville
Rd.

783-8697

746-9856

Hours: M-F 11-5
Sat. 10:30-2

We Have Hundreds of Greek Gifts and Accessories
(270) 796-8528
1231 Center Street

The Cobalt Club
58 3 State St.
393-2077

BUSCH
BUSCH.
-LIGHT."" '
- m:rn ·····=

$5.99

$9.49

12 pack 12 oz cans

18 pack 12 oz cans

Budweiser. &
Kl "l/l

o~· rmMRS•

$10.99 tr,_
.,
$7.49
750 ml

$15.99

750 ml

T
$12.99

All You Care To Drink
$4.00 Ladies, $3.00 Before 10:30
DJ Slikk Spinning Top 40 HipHop

80's & 90's
12 pack 12 oz Cans

ltrtaM;,h:d,tjt£i

JimBeam ~

Ladies Night

WEDnESDAVS

$9.49
18 pack 12 oz cans

TUESDAVS & THURSDAVS

Seagram's Gin

Bacardi Rum

$7.99

$9.99

750 ml

750 ml

11-1 [i]

E & J Brandy

$14.99

$7.99

Bring Your CD's, we will play those too
All You Care To Drink $5.00 at the Bar
Dance Club Free until 12 a.m.

fRIDAVS

Techno Night
DJ's from Nashville every Friday Night
$8.00 All You Care To Drink at the Bar
Dance Club free to enter until 1:00 a.m.

SATURDAQS
DJ Slikk Spinning Urban HipHop
$5.00 Cover
Ladies free until 11 :00

now

18 TO EnTER
21 TO DRlnK •

Bar Closes @ 2 a.m.
Dance Club Closes @ 4 a.m.

Western and Mammoth Cave
National Park are now bound by
contract in order to study the
world's longest cave system.
President Gary Ransdell and
Park Superintendent Ronald
Switzer signed an agreement
yesterday outside Thompson
Complex North Wing.
The contract makes 30
Western students from the biology and the geography and
geology departments partners
with the U.S. Park Service in an
ecological monitoring program
started two years ago.
'The park is a wonderful natural laboratory, and I'm pleased
that park officials have chosen
to collaborate with Westem's
faculty and, perhaps more
importantly, our students,"
Ransdell said.
· Under tenns of the contract,
students will use the park's
$40,000 Polymerase Chain
Reaction machine to analyze
DNA from fungus and bacteria
found in the cave. Students will
also maintain the machine.
Dawson Springs junior
Elisha Roberson, a recombinant
genetics and chemistry major,
will be working with the PCR
machine to turn tiny, hard-tostudy samples of DNA into larger, easy-to-study samples.
"Polymerase Chain Reaction
is · used to amplify DNA,"
Roberson said. "You can put in
a sample of DNA and that segment will be repeated over and
over inside the machine until
you have an amount that you
can work with."
Data collected by students
will answer questions about the
way acid from fungus and bacteria dissolves rock and the
threat of pollution to the cave
system.
Researchers from around the
world have studied Mammoth
Cave for nearly a century, but
never the effect microorganisms
have on its rock.
The results should give scientists clues about how
Mammoth Cave was fonned,
how it developed and how pollution changes its subterranean
ecosystem, said geography and
geology professor Chris Groves.
'The biological component
just has not been well-understood before, and this will be
very exciting, new research in
that area," Groves said.
Michael Soukup, National
Park Service associate director
for science and natural
resources, attended the contract
signing.
'The economy at which we
can get work out of students is
so important to us," Soukup
said. "We get so much out of
them. And we get the future
park service managers. We get
the future park service scientists."

Reach Dave Shinall at news
@wkuherald.com.
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"Congress shall make no law ...
abridging the freedom of speech,
or of the press ... "
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- First Amendment, U.S. Constitution
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Editorial

Western should come clean, tell truth about mold
e all love Western. We all think
our administrators are pretty
smart cookies. After all, they' re
our leaders. And they'd never do
anything dishonest.
We'll go ahead and assume they wouldn' t
leap frog Western faculty from room-to-room
and building-to-building across campus to
avoid dealing with the mold issue.
Because, after all, what do they have to
hide?
On Sept. 18 the Herald filed a public records
request asking the university for information
relating to mold found in campus buildings.
Among our questions, we asked whether
any faculty had been moved from offices in
mold-infested buildings or if any other accommodations had been made for people who may

W

ha\ c been affected by mold.
So here's the point. The mold issue ha~ been
Western 's response: "The University has no sketchy from the beginning. And now it has
dm:umcnts \\ h1ch would reflect either a request become a "he said, she said" situation between
to he mmcd or action taken
the university and the people
to move an) complaintants
. . . . . . Western
affected by mold:
.
to other build111gs, and we
satd it
n't moved
We're not saymg the u_marc not a\\ arc that any
on~
versity lied abou_t ~ovmg
8 of mold~
employees, in l'act, have
that's h(?t what we heard
faculty out ~f bmldmgs or
completely ignored health
been moved for this reason."
That might be helicvablc,
Oar Vlewll If thetl ,
concerns. Our request asked
S a.
for documentation, which,
except for one thing.
problem With moId, it S.
frankly, may not exist.
Psycholog) professor Adrain
time to fess up. It's our
But there is obviously a
Thomas said he was moved
health on the line.
problem when people claim
from his oflice in Tate Page
Hall to a room in the
their health is at risk.
Academic Complex for health reasons. His
We want to believe that the university
doctor blamed his severe allergic reactions on wouldn't blow off complaints or the seriousthe mold m the building.
ness of this issue..

!

lieve that our administrators
We want to be
.
and honest with us.
will be ope~ a mold problem on campus,
If the~:ss the responsibility to tell people
Western
ers of what could happen.
about the ddang hould also be aware of what's
Our lea ers s
.
1'th mold as well.
going on ~
bei~g moved, with or without
If peop ~ areadministrators should know.
documentation,
.
,
reason the stones aren t
For whateVer
'
matching up.
·
.
t open up about whatever 1s or
It's ume o
h
.
.
Faculty and students deserve t e
isn't gomg on.
•
·k
truth. Especially if their health is at ns .
This editorial represents the majority opin.ion OJ,., th e H eraid's JO-member board ofstudent
editors.

R
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Editorial

Despite struggle,
soccer stays strong
en's soccer coach Oav i<l own, a task many wouldn' t take on.
In addition to coaching, he does all of the
Holmes deserves, among other
recruiting on his own. Usually, that forces
things, a pat on the back.
In his 18 years at Western . recruiting hack until the season ends in
- been running a one-man coaching show. November. His competitors start during the
he's
season.
His team is considered,
And despite that, he
at best, sixth priority
still carries on.
'l'be lssaec MeP· so E: r
among Western's sports.
Though Western can't
It's unfortunate, but
succeeds despite a srra I sta f;
offer him more money to
Holmes and company
low budget and bein lab d
help case his struggles,
have made the most of
the sixth pno1rty.
we commend him and
the circumstances.
his team's efforts on the
In the past four years,
Gar View: Coach David
fi
eld.
the men's soccer team
Holmes and his guys aes rv d
The next home game
has posted a 52-39-2
pat on the back. They're do•ng
is
Oct.
25 at 7 p.m. We
record. Holmes has also
better than anyone 1magin d
think
everyone
should
brought in one of the
stop by, watch the match
nation's top recruiting
and give Holmes a pat on the back.
classes this year.
He dcsen cs it.
But not without a struggle.
He's the only coach in the Missouri Valley
Thi\ ,•ditoriaf repre1ents the majority
who doesn't have a full-time assistant. He
opinion of the Flerald'.5 10-member board of
hasn't had one in his 18 years at Western .
Holmes has had to do everything on his .w uh 111 <tlitor.1 .

Tops

Herald is run by students and is not perfect. All of
my colleagues should realize that criticism is a
function of a free press and that there is a lot of
constructive criticism that comes from the Herald.
SGA is not, and should not be, above criticism.
SGA needs to focus on representing the students
on campus, and doing so requires thick skins.
I would like to address two other comments
made by Mr. Jaggers. To begin with, losing track
of 8,000 ~ollars is a big deal. That money is gone,
and there 1s no money for a gazebo. The budget for
SGA can roll over year to year, which is why SGA
received 8,000 dollars back from the 2000-2001
school year to build the gazebo and then "accidentally" spent it.

Herald fair to SGA
After reading Scott Jaggers' letter to the editor
on Oct. 8 I decided I had to respond. I was a
Student Government Association Congress member for three semesters, as well as a former candidate for Executive Vice President. I am currently
serving as a Justice on SGA's Judicial Council, as
well as the Vice Chair of the Legislative Research
Committee.
I want to thank the Herald for the resources it
puts into SGA, especially for providing us with a
reporter and plenty of publicity. During the four
semesters I have been involved in SGA I have
read far more fair and balanced stories about SGA
than "bashing." I do not always agree with what
the Herald reports, however, I realize that the

Dana Lockhart
Hendersonville, Tenn. junior

Letters to the editor policy
The Herald encourages readers to write letters to the editor on topics of campus and community interest. Here are a few reminders.
♦

♦ Except under extreme circumstances, the
Herald only runs one letter per person per
semester.
Here's how to reach us.
♦ E-mail us at herald@wkuherald.com.
♦ Callus at 745-6291.
♦ Fax us 745-2697
♦ Visit our office at 122 Garrett Conference

Originality counts. This isn't class, so

please don't submit plagiarized material.
♦ Letters shouldn't be more than 250
words.
♦ Letters must include your name, phone
number, hometown and classification or tide.
Without it, they will not be considered for publication.
♦ Letters to the editor will not run unless a
Herald reporter obtains verification from the
author by phone or in person.

ttoms •••
It's hard enough to get a job these days,
ittlc extra pull never hurts. Thanks to the

Kudos to SGA members for finally
lving Gazebo-gate. At least we finally
ow where all that money went.

umni mentors who might help us get jobs.

It's about time some competition came
the Hill. Good Luck to Betsy
oenfelt and Robert Dietle. Both arc
ying for the faculty regent position.

Western faculty are teaching Bowling
reen residents to use the Internet. Kudos,
s about time everyone gets to see what the
orld Wide Weh has to offer.

Westem's football team i, finally back
track. Good job on your conference ...., in
ainst Northern Iowa.

Boo to the moron who mailed a brick of
marijuana to Pearce-Ford Tower. What
were you thinking?

Center.

The Herald reserves the right to edit all letters for style, grammar, length and I . Th

Herald does not print libelous letter:.anty. e
Letters may not run in eve edi .
space constraints.
ry
lion due to
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Fooo: Meal plans cost to increase
/CONTINUED FRO~ FRONT PA&£
Stearns senior Jacob Hamlin
said he pays about $1 .50 more
per meal than he used to. He is
I,
now spend'mg about $50 per
1 week eating on campus - a
practice he said is going to have
to stop. ·
"I'm going to have to get
food other places because it's
getting to be too much,"
Hamlin said. "It's definitely
more than last year."
Auxiliary Services director
Rob Chrisler said any increase
in food prices on campus is
reported to him. Western does
not track price increases of
individual food items from year
to year, but Chrisler said he
does perform comparative
analyses of Western's rates
with local competitors.
For example, students paying cash for two Chicken Soft
j

)

"I'm going to have to
get food other places
because it's getting to
be too much."

job very interesting."
Bowling Green freshman
Kelley Manning doesn't have a
meal plan this year but wishes
she did.
"I wish my parents had gotten me a meal plan," she said.
- Jacob Hamlin "I think it's ridiculous how
Stems senior much I pay for food."
Manning didn't realize
when she bought a 6-inch sub,
chips and a drink from Subway
Tacos with a 22 oz. drink at on Tuesday that the $4.79
Taco Bell on campus pay deducted from her Big Red dol$3.60, while they pay $4.10 lars account was more than the
off campus. But some meals $4.27 it would have cost had
at Subway and Pizza Hut cost she paid for it using a 10slightly more for students. meals-a-week meal plan.
Students paying with Big Red
"I eat on campus about
Cards or meal plans usually twice a day," Manning said. "I
pay less or equal prices at off mean, that could really add up."
campus stores.
"You always want more than Herald reporter Joseph Lord
what you pay. It's just human contributed to this story. Reach
nature," Chrisler said. "But Beth Sewell at news@wkuherthat's something that makes my ald.com.

Fielder Williams Strain/Herald
Ollvla Jones, a Garrett food court employee, hands back change to a customer during the
lunch hour rush.

Health

Pioneer
program
accredited
CEPHwasone
of 35 to receive honor
BY MAI HOANG

Herald reporter

Depo-Provera is 99. 7% effective.

Not only is Oepo-Provera 99.7% effective, but you need

Many women stop having periods altogether after a few

just one shot on time every 3 months to stay pregnancy-

months and some may experience a slight weight gain.

protected. So, unlike the Pill, Depo-Provera isn't your

You shouldn't use Oepo-Provera if you could be pregnant,

every day birth control.

if you have had any unexplained periods, or if you have a
history of breast cancer, blood clots, stroke, or liver

Remember. Depo-Provera doesn't protect you from
HIV/AIDS or other sexually transmitted diseases.
Some women using Oepo-Provera experience side

disease. When using Oepo-Provera, there may be a
possible decrease in bone density. Ask your health care
professional about prescription Oepo-Provera.

effects. The most common are irregular periods or spotting.

See what Depo-Provera is all about.
Call toll free 1-866-519-DEPO or
visit Depo-Provera.coM.

tsirth con-trol ~ou -think aBou-t jus-t '4- x a ~ear.

Please see important product information on adjacent page.
~ 2002

Pharmacia Corporation
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Western's Master of
Health Program recently
became the first of its kind in
Kentucky to receive accreditation from the Council on
Education for Public Health.
In order to be accredited,
Western's program, which is
housed in the College of
Health and Human Services,
had to meet national standards in curriculum, evalua.
tion, graduate success, facul.
ty, planning, resources and
research.
CEPH
representatives
came to Western last October
to visit university facilities
and interview students and
faculty. The program was
officially accredited in June,
one of 35 schools nationwide.
Public health program
coordinator Richard Wilson
said public health faculty
spent the last two years
preparing for accreditation
by strengthening curriculum,
placing evaluation methods
to determine student learning
and tracking graduates.
"We were all pleased," he
said. "There are many programs around the country
that are not accredited. We
consider ourselves very fortunate to have this."
Wilson said a strong asset
to the MPH program was its
faculty and curriculum.
"It has all the courses that
you should have for a strong
graduate program for that
type," he said. "We are able
to do that because we have a
strong faculty."
Marilyn Gardner, an
assistant public health professor, said a relatively
young faculty group has
helped bring in new ideas
that have improved the program.
"We have a dedicated and
motivated
faculty
over
here," she said. " ... We are
making sure we have all the
courses needed to turn out a
public health professional. I
think all the facu lty care
about that, (and) we exceedingly work toward that
goal."
Gardner said the recent
accreditation
will
help
recruit more students to the
program. She said the certification will show prospective
students that Western 's program meets standards and
will train students well for
public health professions.
Reach Mai Hoang
news@wkuherald.com.
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-University Senate

Election
•
•
mwmgs
for senate
BY MOLLY O'CONNOR

Herald reporter
The University Senate may
be in the market for a new president if current chief Robert
Dietle is elected the new faculty
regent tomorrow.
Dietle, nominated for faculty
regent by history professor
Charles Bussey, said last week if
he is elected to the Board of
Regents he will step down as
senate president.
Dietle said senate members
have been faced with the same
dilemma before. Several years
before Dietle came to Western,
former faculty senate chair Gene
Evans was elected faculty regent
and stepped down.
If Dietle is elected tomorrow
and steps down, Provost Barbara
Burch said the senate would
have to elect a new president.
But, she said, senate vice-chair
Doug Smith would take over the
position temporarily and arrange
for a new election, if necessary.
"No matter what they do,
they' ve got an election issue,"
she said.
Associate history professor
Patricia Minter said the senate
charter states that the vice chair
could move up to become president, but if the vice chair refused
there would be an election.
,Dietle said if he steps down,
it is likely Smith will take over.
"If he's willing to serve, I
don't see why there'd have to be
an election," he said.
Smith said he is still evaluating his options, but would accept
the position if Dietle wins. If he
steps up to the position of senate
president, Smith said a vice chair
would be elected.
"I think it would be a rather
smooth transition for the university," Smith said.
English professor Mary Ellen
Miller, who is stepping down as
faculty regent, said Smith will
do a good job if Dietle wins and
he is asked to step up.
"Doug's a very capable person," she said.
Reach Molly O'Connor at
news@wkuherald.com

MOLD:
Dangers
exposed

Would-be faculty regents prepare for final nan at seat
BY JOSEPH LORD

Herald reporter
The two candidates for faculty
regent answered questions from
members of their potential constituency during an hour-long
forum yesterday in Garrett
Center.
Robert Dietle and Betsy
Shoenfelt gave opening remarks
and answered questions about
subjects ranging from insurance
to athletics. The forum attended by about 20 faculty
members - was moderated by
University Senate vice-chairman

Doug Smith.
The candidates agreed on
some issues, like ensuring academics are a university priority, but
didn't see eye-to-eye on others,
including dealing with administrators and other members of the
Board of Regents.
Dietle said he will take an
aggressive stance on the board, if
elected, and would steadfast in
defending the faculty's position.
Shoenfelt said she prefers to
build a consensus with other
board members and would be
more open to compromise.
The nominees agreed when

oe

addressing the athletics department's role on the Hill.
Shoenfelt said while athletics
is an important part of the college
experience for students, academic
programs should be the university's top priority.
"About a year-and-a-half ago,
Wood Selig came to talk to the
University Senate and made a
plea that athletics be treated like
the rest of the university," Dietle
said. "If I would be able to respond to that, I would say I wish
academics would be treated like
athletics."
The nominees were also asked

Reach Dave Shinall at
news@wkuherald.com

Reach Joseph Lord at
news@wkuherald.com.
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to close the school indefinitely.
Bashor said school board
members overreacted.
"Normal people don't need to
worry," Bashor said. "Unless the
place is just visibly crawling
with black, yucky stuff, you
don't need to worry."
Skipper said the PathCon
report was given to Tate Page
building coordinator Sharon
Hartz.
"She was allowed to disseminate the information as she
deemed appropriate," Skipper
said.
Hartz said she filed the
PathCon report in a thick folder
of complaints and reports. She
said she was unaware from the
report that there was toxic mold.
''If anybody asked, I gave
them a copy," Hartz said.
" ... Nobody ever told me it was
'black mold."'
Last semester, Hartz found a
new office and classroom for
Thomas in the Academic
Complex after he got sick.
Thomas' condition has improved since the move.
Unlike Thomas, many others,
including psychology professor
Bill Pfohl, never learned about
the presence of the toxic mold.
Pfohl is under a doctor's care
for headaches and allergies he
blames on Tate Page mold.
President Gary Ransdell said
Western is dedicated to fighting
mold, but that solving the problem may take years.
"We're going to apply for
some state emergency funds,"
Ransdell said. "It's just going to
take time and money."
Facilities Management has
spent more than $130,000 fighting mold in Tate Page and
$27,000 in the fine arts center.

achieve acceptable msurance pre.
miums and should not settle With
the increased rates next year.
"My position is that the uni.
versity is going to have to do
something to help carry that bur.
den," he said.
Ballots can be cast by faculty
members from 8 a.m. to 4 p,m.
tomorrow. Faculty members who
are assistant professors and above
are eligible to vote. They can pick
up ballots at the dean's office of
their college.

by forum attendees about a l?°tential rise in faculty and staff msurance premiums next year..
Shoenfelt said she'd lik~ ~e
university to explore creatlilg
more tiers of insurance coverage
for faculty and staff to choose
from.
eed to
"It may be that we n
again create more variety so that
people who want more elaborate
insurance can pay themselves for
that insurance, and have more of
a bare-bones policy for those who
can't afford it," she said.
Dietle said employees have
worked hard in recent years to
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Birth cor\-trol jOu -thir\k ae.ou-t jus-t i+x a jear.

Contrace tive ln'ection
medroxyprogesterone acetate injectable suspension
DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive Injection
(medroxyprogesterone acetate in1ectable suspension, USP)

This product Is Intended to prevent pregnancy. It does not protect against HIV
Infection {AIDS) and other sexually transmitted diseases.
What la DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive lnJectlon?
DEPO-PROVEAA ContraceptNe ln1ection is a form of birth control that is given as an
,ntramoscvlar injection (a shot) in the buttock ex upper arm once every 3 months ( 13 weoks). To
continue your contraceptive protection, you must return for )'OUr next 1nJect.ton promptly at the
end of 3 months ( 13 weeks). DEPO-PROVEAA contains medroxyprogesterone acetate, a
chemical S1mrlar to (bvt not the same as) the natural hormone progesterone, v-,tuch is produced
by )'OUI" ov.,ries dunng the second harf of your menstrual cycle. DEPO-PROVEAA acts by
prevenbng your egg cells from npen1ng. If an egg 1s not release:d from the ovanes dunng your
menstrual cycle. rt cannot become fertihred by sperm and result ,n pregnancy. DEPO-PROVEAA
also causes changes 1n the hning of your uterus that make rt less hkely for pregnancy to occur
How effective Is DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive lnJectlonl
The efficacy of DEPO-PROVEAA Contracep~ve ln1ect1on depends on following the
recommended dosage schedule exactly (see 'How often do I get my shot of DEPO-PROVEAA
Contraceptive lnJect•on?"). To make sure you are not pregnant when you first get
DEPO-PROVEAA Contraceptive lnjecMn, your first i_nJect,on must be given ONLY dunng
the first 5 days of a_normal menstrual penod; ONLY within the first 5 days after c_hildb,rth if not
breast-feeding, and, rf exclusively breast•fecd,ng, ONLY at the sixth week after childbirth. It• a
k>ng-term in1ectable contraceptive wh~n admm,~tered . at 3-month (13-week) intervals
DEPO-PROVEAA ContraceptNe lnJection ,s over 99% e[ectr,e, making rt one of the most reliable
methods of birth control avarlable. This means that the average annuafpregnancy rate rs less than
one for every I00 women who use DEPO-PROVEAA The e[ectiveness of most contraceptive
methods depends in part on how reliably each woman uses the method. The e[ectr,eness of
DEPO-PROVEAA depends only on the pat,ent retum,ng every 3 months ( 13 weeks) for her next
injection. _Your health-ca~ proVKler will help you compare DEPO-PROVEAA with other
contraceptNe methods and give you the rnforma~on you need rn order to dec,de whkh
contraceptNe meth"? is the nght cho,ce for you.

• if you have had cancer of the breast
• ,f you have had a stroi<e
• if you have ex have had_blood clots (pt,lebi!Js) ,n your legs
• ,f you have problems with y<?ur hver or liver disease
• ,fyou are allergic to DEPO-PROVEAA (medroxyprogesterone acetate or any of its other
ingredients).
What other things should I consider before using DEPD-PROVERA
Contraceptive Injection?
You will have a phys,cal exam1nafon before your doctor frescnbes DEPO·PROVERA. It is
important to tell )'O\Jr health-care pro-Mer rf you have any o the follow,ng;
• a famJly history of breast cancer
• an abnormal mammogram (breast x-ray), f1brocystrc breast disease, breast nodules or lump• or
bleeding from your nipples
• kidney disease
• i ~lar ex scanty menstrual penods
• hgh blood pressure
headaches

: ~f:e

• epilepsy (convulsions or seizures)
• diabetes or a family history of diabetes
• a history of depression
• 1f you are taking any prescnpbon or ovcr-the--counter medications
This product ls Intended to prevent pregnancy. It does not protect against
transmission of HIV (AIDS) and other sexually transmitted diseases such 88
chlamydia, genital herpes, genital warts, gonontiea, hepatitis B, and syphilis,

6.0ther Risks

Women who use hormone-based contrace t'
stroke. Also, ~ a contraceptive me\hod t -1 ~ives _may have .an increased nsk of blood clots or
to develop outside of the uterus (ectop~ sp~a) ~~ilrty
. that. the fert>lrzed egg wtll beg,n
tell your health-care provider if you have any oT the•, · bl I e these events are rare, you should
What symptoms may al nal
pro ems listed ,n the next sectJoo
Contraceptive Injection?
g
problem, while using DEPO-PROVERA
Call your health-care pro,,ide ·
d ely 'f
of DEPO-PROVERA;
r ,mme iat I any of these problems occur followtng an ,n ection
1
• ~~ ~ng)st pain, coughing up of blood, or sudden shortness of breath (1nd
,
""·"• a posgble clot
sudden severe headache or vomiting. dizziness or fain .
speech, wealcnes, or numbness in an ann 1 (' . Ung, Problems With )"OUr eyesight ex
• severe P"" or swelling in the calf Qndkatin';° cg ,n~ung a possible stroke)
• unusually heavy vaginal bleeding
a poss, clot 1n the leg)
' severe pain ex tenderness in tlie lower abd .
vJ/:;711tent pain, pos, or bleeding at the injecti~1 area
a are the posalble aide affects of DEPOe
I.We,ght Go,n .
·PROVERA Contraceptive Inject! ?
You may expenence a we~,t . wh'
on
the women who used DE ,gain ,le_}Ou are using DEPO PR''"
during the first year of
~PROVEAA 1~ chn1<:al trials reported a vv ~RA. About twO thirds of
~e ~ who used ~-~Ro%~~0";'~ to gain weight after'~ fi~•na~f ~n~
ave~ e
if,ff'°"'~tely 4 pounds per/.,.?~ average totar'of 8.1 poonds over
who continued fo~ r,u """r those 4 years, or approximatelyconUnued /or 4 ~ars gained an
approximatoly 2.75 po~"" gained an average total of 16 S 3~nds per year Women
2.0ther Side £ffeqs
s per year.
· poo
<Ner those 6 ~ars. or
In a clinical study of over 390()
women ~ported the foll '· women who used DEPO PROI/EP.A
DEPO·PROVERA; lrregu~g effects that may or may ~t have bee for up to 7 rears, some
cramp, dizziness, weakness ":"~al bleed,ni amenorrhea. headachen related to their use of
discharge or rmtation. breast ~ l'gue, decreased sexual desire 1 • nervousness, abdorronal
backache. depression insomn·
,ng and tendernes, bloatin ' ~ cramps. nausea. vag,nal
flashos, and joint pa,~ Otheria. a'Q', pelvic pain. no hair~ ,_ ,ng of the hands ex feet
ry,1s, but some of these co.1"'beems :,,ere reported by very f! ~cts,ve ha,r los, rash. hot
in ectJons. allergic ~ action• famtin senous, These include C011YUI .
women w, the clnic,1
thrombo11, purmonary embol b J paralysis osteoporos,~ lack f SIOO~ raundice. unnary tnct
~~r dldunng your use of DE~PR'oa{\caRA.ncer, or Cervical cancec ~um to ~rtil,ty. deep '1!>n
ou
any r,recautlo
discuss them With
se or any other problem.
Contraceptive njectlon?na be followed durtn your health-care ~
IMr_ssed Penocis
g uae of DEPO- PROVERA
Dunng the time you are usin DEPQ.
penods may stop complet~ If PROI/EP.A for contrace
1
~ ;~
months (13 weeks).'then~been receMnf~eP<3'.~~r~or)O\I"
}L<i~roioryfest
see )'OlJr health-care
not Prtgnant Howeve, ~

•=

!:l.o
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What If I want to become pregnant after using DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive
Injection?
Because DEPO-PROVEAA is a long-acting birth control method, it takes some time after )'O\Jr last
inJectJon for its e[ect to wear oil" Based on the results from a lilfl!O study done in the United States
fex women who stop using DEPO-PROVEAA in order to become pregnant it is expected
about half of those who become pregnant wtll do so.,n about IO months after their last 1riection·
about two thirds of those who become pregnant w,11 do so n about 12 month~ about 83% of
those who become pregnant wtll do so ,n about 15 month~ and _about 93% of those who become
The follow,ng table shows the percent of women who got pregnant while u~ng d,[e~nt londs of ~ t will do so in about 18 months after their last injectJon. The length of ome you use
contracepwe methods It gives both the lowest expected rate of pregnancy (the rate expected DEPOPRCMAA has no effect on how Iona it 1aXfS)OJ to become prew,ant after you stop usng ~
,n women who use each method exactly as ~ should be used) and the typrcal rate of pregnancy What are the risks of using DEPO.:PROVERA Contraceptive Injection?
(whrch "1Cludes women who became pregnant because they forgot to use their birth control ex I.Irregular Mens[TU()I 8/eed,ng
The side .effect reported most frequently by women who use DEPO.PROVEAA fex
because they did not follow the d1rectJons exactly).
contraceptJon is a change ,n their normal menstrual cycle. Dunng the first year of using
Percent of Women Expertenc:lng en Accldentel Pregnancy
DEPO-_PROVEAA. you mght have one or mo~ of the follaw,ng changes; irregular or
In the Flret Year of ConUnuou• Un
unpredictable bleeding or spotting. an increase or decrease 1n menstrual bleeding. or no bleedi
at
all. Unusually heavy ex continuous bleedini; however. is not a usual effect of DEPO-PROVE~
Lowest
and ~ this happens you should see your health-care provider right away. With continued use of
Typlcal
Exoacted
Method
DEPO·PROVERA.
bleed,n]!_ usually decreases and many women stop having penods completely
0.3
0.3
DEPO-PRO,IERA
In clinical studies of DEPO·PROVERA. 55% of the women studied reported no menswai
0.2 •
0.2•
lrrolants (No,nlar1t)
bleeding (amenormea) after I )Oar of use. and 68% of the_ women studied reported no menstrual
0.4
0.2
bleeding after 2 years of use. The reason that )'OUr penods stop is because DEPO-PROVERA
Female stenhiation
causes a resting state in your ovanes. When :,-our ovaries do not release an egg monthly. the or'PO ~ scheduled for any laborat
0.11
t
0.1
Male stenliz.ation
regular monthly growth of the hn,ng of your uterus does not occur and, therefore, the ble~ing DEPO.""OVOVERA for contraception.oryC ests. tell )'OUr health-ca
3
Oral contra~ (p"')
··" ERA.
erta,n biOOd t
,.. ~ that ,,,., a
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es such as
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·PROVERA
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the
two
dru;
that
may
Sign<ficantJy
decrea
the
your bones. This could inc~ase your risk of developing bone fractures The rate of bone mineral
2.0
Proge<taiert
gl'len dunng the sam, time
"'
loss is greatest ,n the early )"ars of DEPO·PROVEAA use, but after that 1t begins to resemble the Althou DEPO-PROVERA
08
effects ave been found · can be passed to th
C~T380A
normal rate of age-related bone mineral loss.
producing milk. so rt ~ nt!'°se ch1idron. DEPO~l'f\d/nEg infant in the breast .,
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l
Condom (w,thout sp«m<Kle)
JCancer
used
nursing
RA does not
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18
Studies of women who have used different forms of contraceptkm found that women who used DEPO-PROVERA th .
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for
contra.
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developing
cancer
of
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4
Withdrawal
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recommended dose of DE~ DEPO-PROVERA C ""for contracept
20
1-9
P.rio<i< ab,tmence
developing breast cancer s,m:lar to that seen wrth oral contraceptrves. You should d1scuss this w~ !~l~•tj~ e ~lar in1ection in the ;:°"i.ERA 1s ISO mg ~~~ceptJve Injection?
21
your health-care prwder
~,deilone
3
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4.Unexpected Pregnancy
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Because DEPO-PROVEAA is such an e[ectNe contraceptive method, the risk of acc,dental DEPO-PROVERA ~ nstruaJ perlO(j_ If u~ that the 11\Ject,on be rt that
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6
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1
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No~•"
or other health problems in infants conce_tved close to the time
_ of inJection, such pregnancM!:s alh should determine ~ ;n1ect10n, or longer~~•st•fi.eed,na If.;::' ue 1'Jt tit-. ,1tledirc or
Rx
)'OlJ.,.. not pregnant her. weeks after der--.wa,t ~ r than 3 montht
uncommon. If )'OU think you may have become pregnant while using DEPO-PROVEAA
Sourc~ Trum•/1 l"1 al ~r~t Gyr,1 ol 99().76.558 567
only
ore i"""8 )'OlJ rooi" ,. )Slut" heallh<Jrt pr0Yidcr
contraceptton, see your health•care pl"OVlder as soon as possible,
or
•From Norpla · p.atkage rnert.
rn,ecuon of DEJ'O.PROVERA
5.Allerg,c
Reoctrons
Who should not use DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive Injection?
Some
women
using
DEPO-PROVEAA
Contraceptive
Injection
have
reported
severe
Not all women should use DEPO-PROVERA You should not use DEPO-PROVEAA 1f you have
potentJally hfe-th~aten,ng allergrc reactJons known as anaphy!ax,s and anaphylactoid reactioand
CS 7-S
anr, of the follow,ng cond,t,ons:
Sytnptoms include the sudden onset of hives ex swelling and rtch,ng of the slon breath ns
• if you think you m,ght be pregnant
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'
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the changing face of

BIRTH CONTROL
BY MELINDA RUSSELL

Herald Reporter
An advantage of Iiving in the 21 st
century is the variety of opportunities
provided us by science and technology:
food, clothing, entertainment - all the
basic human requirements, including
sex.
"The pill" was the only popular contraceptive avail~ple for a woµ-u~ the
last 40 years.
' •
Now the pill is joined by three new
contraceptives for women - Ortho
Evra, Lunelle and Nuvaring.
Eve Main, a nurse practitioner at
Student Health Services, said the Ortho
Evra birth control device is a patch
worn on the skin. The patch is worn for
one week, and then replaced
.. by a new
patch.
The procedure is repeated for two
more weeks. During that time, hormones are released by the patch and

f

More than 40 years after its introduction, "the Pill" now has new
contraceptive competition.

absorbed through the
pounds, Ortho Evra
skin.
may not deliver
The fourth week, the
enough hormones to
Ottbo ~m,- Patch worn on
week of the menstrual the ekln th$t retea•es horbe
completely
mone$ that are abSored
cycle, is patch-free.
effective.
Main said there are thtough the Skin.
Crystal Roberts,
some slight differences
a
senior
from
Hormonal shot
between the patch and given monthlY,
Morristown, N.J.,
the pill.
started taking the
Nuvadng- small flexible rihg tradi tional
"The patch costs a
birth
deep into the
little more than the pill
control
pill
when
once a month for three
because it has only
she was 15 for medbeen on the market for
ical reasons.
about 9 months," she
But she made the
said. " lt costs approximately $40 choice to stick with the pill for contraretail."
ception because she doesn' t like the
Lunelle is a hormonal shot similar to side effects of the other methods of
the Depo Vera shot, the existing contra- birth control.
ceptive injection, except the Depo shot
"I don't know if I would ever get a
is given every 12 weeks. Lunelle is a Lunelle shot since it hasn' t been on the
market long," she said. " I am satisfied
monthly injection.
Ortho Evra and Lunelle are more with my pills, and I know what they
than 99 percent effective, Main said. can do."
Nuvaring recently became a widely
But for women who weigh over 198

1.uo•-

advertised form of birth contrel.
According to Planned Pare,pthood of
Louisville, Nuvaring is a small, flexible ring that is inserted deep into he
vagina once a month for three weeks.
It is 95 to 99 percent effective and
costs $30 to $35 per month.
Gretchen Light, a freshman from
Newburgh, Ind., takes the pill and
doesn' t plan on trying Nuvaring.
" I happen to think it (Nuvaring)
sounds unsanitary," Light said. "Your
body has to clean itself out, and the
Nuvaring is not going to be very efficient in doing so."
Owensboro
sophomore
Ryan
Jackson has dated women who have
been on birth control. He thinks it's a
necessity.
"Condoms do have a very unnatural
feeling," he said. But he still uses them
because they are the only form
SEE CONTROL PAGE
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Dinner prepares students for
business, social occaisons
BY JAY LIVELY

Herald Reporter
Do you break bread, or slice it?
Do you pass the salt to the left, or to
the right?
Break it, and pass it to the left.
By the way, when you pas~ the salt,
you should always pass the pepper, too.
About 150 students filled the ballroom last night at South Campus to learn
proper dinner etiquette as part of the
Gordon Ford College of Business
Freshman Seminar class.
Robert Jefferson, dean of the college,
said the event was designed not only to
prepare students for formal dinner
engagements, but to give them an advan-

tage in all social and business occasions.
"There are things students need to
know," he said. "We want people to be
prepared when they get out of here three
or four years down the line. If a student
picks up four of five new ideas, they'll
keep using that and continue to learn
from them."
Special guest lecturer for the evening
was Treva Mitchell. She said etiquette is
first and foremost about consideration of
others.
Mitchell, director of Customer
Service at the Commonwealth Health
SH DINNER

WKU Career
Expo 2002
Tuesday, October 22, 2002
1 pm until 5 pm

Price Chambers/Herald
P AG E1 0 Treva Mitchell demonstrates the correct way to stir sugar into a glass of
iced tea at the Etiquette Dinner last night on South Campus.

It's official. The match or
the century will be goirw do\\ n
this Monday at 6:30 p.m in thl'
lobby of the Downing
University Center. And no, I'm
not talking about thl' AliForeman "Rumble in the
Jungle."
This Monday, I' m going to
bring down the pain on our
illustrious President Gary
Ransdell at the arm wrestl ing
table.
I know what the fi ve anti a
half of you that read this column regularly arc wondering.
Wasn' t Hollan supposed to
wrestle Ransdy at the foothall
stadium, and wasn't that
match supposed to take place
I 2 days from now?
Well, if you·re a math
major and have a good memory, you're right. Those were
the dale and place that hdd
been offered in the past.
To offer an explanation. l"i.l
like to say that I changed
everything around because it's
getting chill y outside and
Ransdell is a sissy, but 1 crn1 ' t.
Lying is ftowncd upon in this
office.
The change is all due to a
scheduling issue. Strangdy
enough, university presidents
- unlike columnists
work
for a living. (I am scratching
that off my list of career po· sibilities as I type.)
Last week's fall break k ft
me plenty of time for iptrnspection about the match. I' ,.l'
come to the conclusion that
challenging Ransdell has
ended my year and two-month
career
in
lcgiti mate,
respectable journalism. The
only place I can go from here
is replacing Barbara Walters
But since hosting Oscar
specials is not my style. I figured that I should focus on the
task at hand, rai ning down
more pain on Ransdell than
Hurricane Lilly.
[' ve learned one thing from
cringing at the St. Louicidc ol
my winless Rams: talent 1s1i"l
everything. I need to trai n for
this.
The first key to my training
regiment is salad. l figure that
by pairing it with a variety of
health foods, sUl:h as potato
chips and cheese fries, rtl bl'
clown to a respectable weight.
Getting the "free ice c1\·a111
hookup·• from my friend in the
food service industry has
helped the cause, as well.
Building up a sizable git th
is nothing without a hdly
wrasslin' arm. To build this,
I've been working my G1ip
Master with religious furm. It
comes along with me where,
er I go, and the 15 minutes
between my classes is ample
time for an exhausting forearm
workout.
My originally tooth pick-

s

Come to the Carroll Knicely Conference
Center (South Campus) where businesses,
staffing agencies and represenatives from
graduate and professional schools will be
present.
Parking is easy or just ride the shuttle!
Look for more information in the Herald, or
visit Career Services online.
,n

'
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On-campus business booming for Bates' N-Style
BY RYAN McBRIDE

Herald reporter
Elizabethtown
freshman
Amanda Mitchell's morning is
the same everyday. She wakes
up, goes to class, and then lies
in a tanning bed at the campus
salon.
She's been to N-Style every
day since early this semester.
She loves being bronze.
According to N-style's
owner, Robin Owen, Mitchell
isn't the only one on campus
taking advantage of the tanning
beds and hair-cutting services.
Since the first two weeks of
this semester, N-Style's hair
business has increased by about
100 percent, while the number
of tanning sales is about the
same, according to Owen.
"They're spreading the
word," Owen said. "I think
that's kind of how it's grown,
by word of mouth from students who told other students,
and they've seen their haircuts
and their hair colors."
Fort Thomas junior Sara
Gouedy was impressed with her
$25 cut, style and shampoo.
"It's short. It's business like,
but it's not so trendy," said the

PICKS:

smiling Gouedy, who is majoring in television news and
works at the student news station.
The last place she went for a
haircut was Dillard's Your
Salon. "It was expensive," she
said. "One time I paid $40.
"I didn't go to N-Style
because it was cheaper; I went
there because it was down the
street."
Well over 90 percent of NStyle's customers are Western
students, but the salon is open
to anybody, Owen said.
A cut and style at Dillard's is
priced at $26 and up. The difference in prices depends on
who is cutting the hair, said two
Dillard's employees.
"Our stylists are very knowledgeable in color, highlights,
red lights and even corrective
color," said Owen, also a
Western graduate. "We've had
several girls who have come in
and say, 'I did something to my
hair. Can you fix it?' And
they're really good at that."
One such stylist is Rockfield
senior Kelly Foust who has
been cutting hair for over 10
years.
"Saturday, I took a customer

who was too dark, and we had
to go lighter," Foust said. "And
you can't just pour color on
there to make that happen.
"We had to bleach it out, and
then put color back on top of it
to get the right shape. 'Cause
when you bleach, you go
through that orange stage, but
that's the way you remove the
color."
A haircut is not the only reason students go to the campus
salon.
N-Style, located below
Bates-Runner Hall, had 267
tanning sales the first week of
the semester, 259 the week
before last, and almost 400 the
week before spring break,
Owen said.
Despite students' tendencies
to leave campus during spring
break, Owen said N-Style had
287 customers that week.
"We kind of thought, 'Well, it
may slow down after spring
break,"' Owen said, "but there
was so many that didn't get to go
somewhere. It was even just as
strong after spring break as it was
before."
N-Style was closed last summer because of construction.
At N-Style, a single tanning
visit costs $3.75 on weekday

.

Samuel M. Simpkins/Herald

Smiths Grove Junior Scott Jaggers gets a haircut from stylist Kelly Foust at N-Style, the
hair salon located on the ground floor of Bates-Runner Hall.
afternoons, $3 before noon and
$2 on Saturdays. Packages are
$18 for five visits, $24 for 10 visits, $36 for 20 visits, $45 for 30
visits and $35 for unlimited visits
for a month.

UltimaTan, near Roses, has
prices for Western students that
are about the same as N-Style,
according to owner William Neal.
The only differences are 75 cents
more for a single visit at N-Style,

$1 more for a 10-visit package at
UltimaTan and $1 more for a 20visit package at N-Style.

Reach Ryan McBride at
news@wkuherald.com

Columnist and Ransdell getting ready to rumble

CONTINUED FROM PAGE
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sized left arm now resembles a pregnant popsicle stick, thanks to quality
time with my Grip-Master.
I never would have thought 1,000
daily repetitions with that $10 black
and red spring-loaded hand grip I
bought at Wal-Mart would do so
much for me.
A champion is not complete without a good education. For mine, I
chose the 1985 arm wrestling movie
"Over the Top" starring ever-so-sly

Sylvester Stallone.
It was a veritable gold mine of
arm wrestling strategy.
Apparently, in order to be the
best, I must always turn a truckerstyle polyester baseball cap backwa~ds before starting a match, wear
overalls, drive a big rig at high
speeds and constantly lift weights.
I took careful note of that last tip
as I popped another Butterfinger in
my mouth like a Tic-Tac.
So here I am, Ransdell; over-confident and under-prepared. I'll see

So here I am, Ransdell;
over-confident and underprepared. I'll see you
Monday night.
you Monday night.

Picks O' the Week
♦ Help some fellow WKU students out and go to the "The
American Dream" sketch comedy
revue tonight at the Russell Miller

Theater in the fine arts center.
The show, put on by a troupe of
Western students and alumni, is
called The Sunshine Express and
starts at 8 p.m. It' 11 only set you
back $2.
(Note to readers: these guys contacted me three times on Tuesday
about getting in the sacred
Superpicks, so do them and me a
favor and go.)
♦ In yet another shameless stab
at self-promotion, Hollan Holm will
be arm-wrestling WKU President

Are you a

Brol<escholar?

Check out our online edition's

Scholarshi~s

channel

http://www. wkuherald.cem/scholarships

Gary Ransdell Monday night at 6:30
p.m. in the DUC lobby.
If Hollan wins, he gets Ransdell's
parking spaces for one week. If he
loses, Hollan must walk Randsdell's
dog Topper for a week.
The cost of the event is free, but
if you want to hand Hollan cash,
that's just peachy.

What's Hollan Holm's prediction
for the fight? Prediction ... PAIN!!!
Why not e-mail him at hollanho/111@hotmail.com?
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thing we heard 'N ·
e next
Morehead, $2Qi_,,, appy Roots at
Henning ·ct
sru she app ·
thhe fact that Nappy Roo::Ccam1ates
ome to K
ky
e
should ha entuc
· ' but the group
ve tried harde tO
it toHBowling Green. r make
e"";~
•UUJlg•s loyalty
remai
as a fan
" ns steadf;ast
1 love Nappy Roots! You see
~e representing," she said point
mg to a Nappy Roots sti~ker o~
the back _of her wheel chair.
Henning said you can't
tthinkino
Bowling Green now wi::~
, g of Nappy Roots.
'The guys are gooct-looking
too!" she said.
'

The limelight
The men of Nappy Roots have
done Lettennan, Leno, Soul Train
and have even performed at
Cleveland's legendary Rock and

1
But Nappy Roots was determined lo get a break. They
launched an independent album
in 1998, "Country Fried Cess,"
that proved successful.
Not long after, Atlantic
Records began to smell the
"Nappy" aroma.
0

Am . h
enca as heard Nappy Roots
sayc"AwNaw."
arson Daly said on national
television that he wants to be a
Nappy Root
Go p
v. aul Patton even proclaimed Sept 16 "Nappy Roots
Day." Band members "Big V"
"Ron Cl utch," "Scales," "R.
'
Prophet," "B. Stille" and "Skinny
DeVille" were all named
"Kentucky Colonels."

a·,g break

After signing a contract with
Atlantic Records in 1998, this
hip-hop-country boy sextet
Roots
steadily shed their anonymity and
made Nappy Roots a household
The six men of Nappy Root~ name.
first combined their creative ta!Their debut album for Atlantic
ents on Westem's campus in Records, "Watarnelon, Chicken,
l995. They were just another and Gritz," was released Feb. 26
newly-fonned rap group, with the and has catapulted Nappy Roots
same dream most young-blooded into the national spotlight.
musicians have - making it big
Nappy Roots has marketed
one day.
their down-to-earth personas
Nappy Roots hadn't yet gar- through head-bobbing beats and
nered the prominence as rappers their astute, home-grown, counthey needed to attract the attention try-bred lyrics.

- Help Wanted-

Archivist Position Open

Mitchell, said Nappy Roots has a
unique flair.
"Rap music has a very negative image outside the rap community. Ignorant. Materialistic,"
Mitchell said. "Nappy stands for
everything against that. They
stand for the common folk, whom
represent 95 percent of America.
They're the voice of the common
folk."

Paying homage
The group came into John
Davis Jr.'s men's clothing and
shoe store, Spot Cash, to shop and
decided to shoot part of the video
for their single "AwNaw" there.
When Davis was told Nappy
was a rap group, he said, "That
ain't no kind of music."
But after Davis saw the piles
of clothing they stacked on the
counter, Davis said, "Oh, yeah,
that's music!"
'They're not like other rap

Nappy's music appeals 10
Davis because he said they're not
talking about negative things.
'They're well mannered," he
said. 'They don't talk about murdering or raping."
Mitchell said Nappy Roots,
"the voice of common folk," ha,
been
B onthtour
. sincekJan.
. 15..
1T
ut err wor IS paymg O ·
Mitchell listed their accomplishments.
"Watarnelon, Chicken, and
Gritz," certified platinum by the
Recording Industry Association
of America, currently ranks 18th
among Billboard's R&B and Rap
albums.
The album ranked a\ high a1>
third.
Nappy released its first DVD
collection " appy Roots: The
World According to Nappy,"
which features behind-the-scenes
filming and on-the-road footage.

, ,,,,,,,,
'
,
STEAKS • RIBS • FAJITAS

Student Government

247 Three Springs Road • (270)843-4666
monday Right football Parties = nu Season

Association (SGA) is
looking for an Archivist

S1•99 long Island Iced Tea's
6 6 flftUORS of margarita's

to collect, archive, and
consolidate the history

S. 99 Domestic Drafts
S. 75 Santa Fe's

of SGA since its creation.
Applicants should have
strong background

PRIZE GIVEAWAY ONLY
DURING THE 3RD QUARTER.

knowledge of the library

WHEN GAME STARTS,
SPECIALS START. HAI.F PRICE
APPS EXCEPT FOR THE COMBO
THRU THE 1ST QUARTER.

system. Contact the SGA
office at 745-4354

ftll DRY EUERYDHY 10% Off WITH ft WllU 1.0.
Western Kcntt;cky Vn1vc~tty's

STVDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION
www.wkuherald.com

Your ne\\·s

Every woman is unique. And, every stage of a woman's life is
different.
The physicians and staff of ~omen's Health Specialists are
dedicated to caring for the u~1que heal!hcare needs ~f women
throughout their lives, including the active and sometimes
challenging college years.
Women's Health Specialists_ will work with ea~h young '."oman .
• d' 'd ally to provide her with the health services and information
in IVI u
.
. t d 'th II
necessary to tackle all the new experiences as~oc1a e w1 co ege
life They offer a full spectrum o~ care from_ routint ed~xams,_ such as
•
smears and prevention screenings, o 1scuss1ons on
1
an~ua ~~~h control options. Obstetrical care for expectant mothers
1
various .
procedures for gynecological problems are also
and surg1ca1
provided if needed.
, H Ith Specialists participates with most major insurance
Womens ea
companies.

W Nemec MD • Philip N. Priebe, MD
Jefferyh A• Kasie~ MD • Devin G. Trevor, MD
Debora •
'
xt to The Medical Center
Located ne

Building • 350 Park Street, Suite 103
Medical ArtS
KY 411 01 • (170) 781-0075
aowHng Green,

011

,·our 1em1.,

1

According to Mitchell. shooting for the video of their newest
single, "Head, Up," just wrapped
up. It should hit televisions and
radios by the end of October.
The group is also discussing
launching a clothing line,
Mitchell said.
Meanwhile, the remix of
"AwNaw" wa\ sek.-cted hy EA
Sports to he featured on the
soundtrack of the video game
Madden NFL 2003.
And Nappy is \\orking on their
second album scheduled to he
completed next spring.
After serving America a
healthy portion of "watamelon." a
little chicken, with a side of
"gntz," Nappy Roots is proving to
the music world they can compete
with the best in the music g,une.
'Zach Mills c<m be reached at.fcatures@wkuherald.com.

► Briefs
Women's Studies film
Women's Studies will be
showing "Fire Eyes: Female
Circumcision," w; part of the
Gender Images Film Series.
The film shows global perspectives on a controversial iiteof-passage that women of some
other cultures have to face. It
starts at 7 p.m. Tuesday in
Garrett Auditorium.
-Adriane Hardin

Haunting Attractions
Students looking for a thrill
on the weekend are invited to
visit Skeleton's Lair Haunted
Woods.
Skeleton's Lair offers bonechilling scenes in a fog-filled
forest to anyone who dares
come.
It's open 7 p.m. to midnight
on Friday and Saturday 111ghts
and from 8 p.m. to midnight on
Halloween.
Tickets cost $10 for adults
and $5 for children. Part or the
proceeds are donated to the
American Red Cross of Bowling
Green.
For directions to Skeleton's
Lair, call (270) 622-8171.
- Cassie Riley

r'age 10
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DINNER: 'I wish I could

CONTROL: New methods out
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of birth control that also prevents sexually transmitted diseases and HIV, Jackson said.
Condoms aren't 100 percent effective, but if used
properly, they reduce the risk
of transmission of HIV and
many other sexually transmitted diseases, including chlamydia, genital herpes, gonorrhea, hepatitis B and syphilis.
Free condoms are available
for students at Student Health
Services.
Although a number of new
contraceptives have been
approved by the Food and
Drug Administration, Main
said condoms are still the only
contraceptive distributed for
men to prevent pregnancies.
She has no knowledge of a
birth control pill for men, but
doesn't doubt it may come out

"It just seems abnormal
for a woman to go to
the bathroom to put in
a condom before she
has sex ..."
Owensboro sophomore

to put in a condom before she
has sex and a man to take a
pill."
Due to patient confidentiality, Main could not say if any
Western students have prescriptions for Ortho Evra,
Lunelle or Nuvaring, but she
did say Western students have
requested information on
these birth control methods.

on the market in the near
future.
"It may be under trial, but
right now, I don't have any
information about any type of
men's pill," Main said.
As for the female condom,
Jackson said it just seems
strange for a woman to use a
condom.
"Condoms are usually
associated with men," he said.
"It just seems abnormal for a
woman to go to the bathroom

Information for this article
was gathered from the
Louisville Planned Parenthood.
For more information on
these new contraceptives,
contact a local physician or
search the Internet at
www.nuvarin g . com,
www.lunelle. com
or
www.orthoevra.com
Reach Melinda Russell at
features @wkuhe raid. com.

- Ryan Jackson

eat every night like that'
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Corporation, talked students
through the dinner, from standing
when a lady arrives at the table to
eating dessert with the correct
fork.
"We've become such a casual
society, not eating at the dining
room table, going out for fast
food," she said. "If the students
take the principles they've
learned tonight and apply them, it
will help them in any social, professional and business setting."
Alvaton freshman Jason
Reagan said the course helped
prepare him for the future.
"We learned the do's and
don't's that we will need to succeed in the business sector," he
said.
More than anything, Reagan

enjoyed the four-course meal that
included potato leek soup, dinner
salad, chicken marsala and cake.
"For $5, it was a great meal,"
he said. "I wish I could cat every
night like that."
Mitchell said there are six
basic principles of business etiquette to abide by - be on time,
be discreet, be courteous, be concerned with others, dress approp1iately and use proper speech.
She said success has a lot to
do with confidence.
"If someone is comfortable
and secure with business etiquette, they can concentrate on
listening and communicating
their abilities to the other person," she continued.
Scottsville
freshman
Stephanie Colby said the dinner,
and the course, has been benefi-

cial by introducing her to things
she may never have known otherwise.
"Your momma is going to tell
you to wipe your face, but she
might not tell you what fork to
use," Colby said. "It levels the
playing field. Some people who
never learned about etiquette
before got to learn about these
things."
Two words kept coming up
during the meal - impression and
management.
"Students need to think about
impression management," Jefferson said. "They benefit because it
improves their self-esteem and
confidence."

Reach Jay Lively at
features@wkuherald.com.

Improv ait DUC
WEDNESDAY NIGHT
DUCTHEATER

Come Relax and enjoy an evening of
improvisational music! Or better yet,
audition to be the improv host!
For more information, contact Erin
Davis (Erin.Davis@wku.edu)

Join us for a celebration!
We want your input...
In addition to great gourmet coffee
and pastries, we want to add live
entertainment, open mic events,
poetry readings, and the like to our
new coffee shop.

What would you like to see?
When? Want more information
about performing, meeting, etc.?

Stop b!I Jaua Cit!I for more
lnfonnatlon on our
Entertainment Surue!J
and Casting Call.

The new

''Hot Spot''

on campus!

Wt.-stcrn Kentucky University's

STUDENTGOVFRNMENT ASSOCIATJON

Super Size Your Uoice!

How Do
You feel Hbout
WllU Dining Seruices7

r

Dining Seruices for um
Thursday,October 17
4p.m. DUC Theater

1
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Break out vour BK's and vour lA Gear
Strap on vour swatch
oust off those NWA, New Edition, and Milli vanilli tapes
work on vour "Roger Rabbit" and vour "Running Man"
Get vour Hammer pants out of storage

wear vour BO's gear and get on out to NITEClASS

T111rsll11, I

blr 11, 2112

11■ -11■
FREE FOOD PRIZES BREAKDANCING CONTESTS MICROPHONE BATTLE BO'S TRIVIA and MORE!!I
,

arouuht to vou bv vour totallv rad awesome friends at=
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Join us for all the ad ion .. .

Every Monday Night!
Don't mi$ our special appetizers
- available from 4 :00 - 7 :00 pm
Stuffed Jalapeno Poppers, Mozzarella 0,eese Stid<s,
Onion Rings, Fried Mushrooms, 0,eese Fries,
Red, Hot and Bleu Fries,
and our NEW Buffalo Hot
~

Wit;\'J

in the Downing University Center

H. Rick Mach/Herald
Senior running back Jon Frazier runs the ball during practice yesterday in preparation for

Florida International Saturday.

7am-9pm
7am-7pm
12 pm• 7pm
12pm-9pm

FAMILIAR:

10 Toppers

from Fla.
COITINUEO FROM BACK PAGE

"It doesn't get as cold down
there, so you can play football
year round," Taggart said. "And I
think that helps a lot with starting
off playing ball young."
Ten years later, the Toppers
still fly south for the winter. And
that recruiting has led to a speedoriented foundation on defense.
"Our program became successful when speed was interjected into the program," Harbaugh
said. "And a lot of that has to do
with Florida."
Senior linebacker Sherrod
Coates and senior comerback
Carl Birts of Okeechobee, Fla,
are two examples of defenders
who bum up the turf. Coates runs
a 4.59 second 40-yard dash while
Birts sizzles at 4.50.
"In Rorida, most players are
bred with speed and that's what
our defense is made up of, so why
not go get it," said Coates, a
native of Boynton Beach, Fla.
This game will hit beyond the
stat sheet, though. For senior linebacker Jon Drummond, a Miami
hative, this one hits close to
home.
"I haven't experienced that
~ince high school," said
Drummond, who leads Western
ith six sacks. ''To go home and
have bragging rights . . . and represent our university is a nice
feeling."
What Drummond won't have
is a personal grudge against any
of the Panthers. Drummond didn't even circle the game on his
calendar when the schedule was
released.
"We're much bigger than FIU
~t this time," he said. "I know
when I was home, that's when I
got most of the questions. 'You
know you guys got FIU this year,
that's going to be a tough game."'
Since these players are so
111any miles north of home, it's
rare that family and friends get to
see them in action. That's why
Harbaugh has pushed for twogame series with teams like FIU,
South Florida and Florida A&M.
, "You try to sell the opportunity to go home," Harbaugh said
about the recruiting process.
''You try to tell players when you
recruit them, 'You'll get the
opportunity to go home and play
in front of your home fans."'
An opportunity is what
Western (3-3) needs with this
game. At the halfway point in the
season, the Toppers have yet to
string together a two-game winning streak.
: It won't come easy. Even if
the only wins FIU (3-2) has were
against Division II and lower programs, they went to perennial IAA power Elon and lost 23-22.
But as much talent as Fill
docs have, it can't do anything in
the experience department.
"I think the difference is they
'.have not played together," Coates
said. "Being a first-year program,
they don't have the experience
we have of being together for
three or four years."
The Toppers will try to use
that experience to take care of
business Saturday. Kickoff is
.scheduled for 5:30 p.m. at Smith
Stadium.

,Reach Keith Farner at
sports@wkuherald.com
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THE WORLD ACCORDING TO NAPPY DVD

features the breakthrough videos for both ''Awnaw"and "Po' Folks"
as well as a distinctive hard~edged rock remix of "Awnaw" created
by Marcos, guitarist of Nappy Roots' multi-platinum Atlantic

labelmates, P.O.0. The disc also indudes a variety of exclusive
material - interviews, in-studio footage, and never-before-seen
highlights from the group's spring 2002 tour.

~

Bowling Green
Greenwood Mall
(270) 782-0407
for your entertainment

:.i

(~J ~ ~ - - CHARGE IT!

HURRY, SAU ENDS OCTOBER 14TH!

_., 0 2002 Trans World Enlertalllmenl. W1 reservt the rig hi to limit quentll1e,. Price, on l,t.tom ury. Nol responsible !or typotraphlcal trrOft. Vold wt;1rt protilbiled by law, OClober 2002.

music • movies • games • more
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Building A Float for Lady Tops in for long SBC road trip
Homecoming this Year?
BY JAY LIVELY

Herald reporter

andatory Meeting
Monday, October 14, at
5:30 p.m. in DUC 3,~
Brought to you by the Student Government Assoc,

Riding a four-game win streak,
the Lady Toppers will continue
Sun Belt Conference action this
weekend, visiting North Texas
tomorrow and Denver Sunday.
Tted for first place in the conference with nationally ranked
Denver, Western (7-3, 2-0) hopes
to take a perfect conference
record to the Mile High City and leave with that record intact.
The Lady Toppers will have
their work cut out for them.
First, Western will have to get
by the Mean Green of North
Texas (8-3, 2-1), last year's regular season champion.
l\vo days and 1,000 miles

STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION

then tum around and travel 1,000
more the next day," Neidell said.
"But that's just the way the schedule works out."
Denver suffered its only loss of
the season to No. 4 Portland.
This trip out West should test
WeMem·s mettle. And freshman
forward Kim Warren said she's
excited about the Lady Toppers'
chance to take on two of the conference's elite teams.
'They're both really good,"
Warren said. "It makes us focus
more. We know we have to play
our absolute best to come out
with wins."
Reach Jay lively at sports
@wkuherald.com

REVENGE: Western No. 6 in South
Co

Wetcrn Kentucky Vniversity's

later, the Lady Toppers will challenge the No. 16 Lady Pioneers
(8-1-2, 3-0), last year's conference tournament champion and
an NCAA Tournament team.
Sophomore forward Kelly
Frericks is looking forward to
playing highly-touted Denver.
"Being the underdog, we're
going to use that to our advantage," Frericks said. "We just
have to play our game and not
worry about what we hear about
them. We have to go out and play
our best."
Coach Jason NeideU said
playing two games on the road,
and so far apart, will be a challenge.
"Very few teams have to travel 1,000 miles for a game and

'TINUFD fROM BACK PUE

SEC, Atlantic Sun and Southern
Conferences.
And a little more than halfway
through the regular season,
Hudson gives his Lady Toppers a

positive report card.
"I would give them an 'A: right
now," Hudson said. "I don't think
in my wildest dreams I would
have dreamt we would be 18-4
through our first 22 matches."
On the matter of his mid-sea-

son MVP, Hudson wasted no time
naming setter Sara Noe. Noe. the
only senior on the team, leads
Western in assists, and is
approaching Jenni Miller's career
record of 4,521. She also ranks
first in the league in assists.
"With everyone we lost offensively, Sara has become the quarterback of our offense, she is the
wheels that make us go," Hudson
said.
Noe. more than anybody, is
looking forward to getting
revenge against the Golden
Panthers for last season's shocker.
"I think we are always motivated going into games, but there
is a little extra motivation behind
this one;• she said.
Cecil said she's confident
Western won't make the mistake
it made last year, underestimating
Florida International.
"Last year was so heart-breaking," Cecil said. "We were
expected to win last year, especially when we found out we
were
playing
Florida
International. We were like,
'We're going to the NCAA."'
They didn't win. They didn't
make the Big Dance. For a second straight year, the Lady
Toppers were stunned in the tournament after sweeping through
regular season play.
FIU was responsible. And
Western hasn't forgotten.

Optional Payment Plan...
At Wendy's we understand that college students don't have large
amounts of cash, that's why we accept personal checks.
-.-.
We also offer ten items on our Super
,,
.... rs-Value Menu for only <)9 cents to
compensate for the amount you spend
PA.,.~_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.._·_ _ _ $ - 411
on books,
- --So next time you're short on cash stop
D ....
.. by Wendy's and e~oy great food with
,..t:..:
.great payment op~oru.

......

-

------------------...........
......
-

We're Open Until Midnight

Reach Michael Casagrande at
sports@wkuherald.com

SPRING BREAK

...................
Great deal 2 bdnn. apt.
$350/mo. Lease and deposit
required 846-2397.

...................

Western Place Apartments
Minutes From Campus!
4 bdnn- 4 bath $320 & $330
per month/ per person.
(Includes Utilities & C~ble)
Lease & Deposit Required
www.theplacetoiiye.com
781-5600

··•·•··•··•·•······

FREE UTILITIES!!
& Minutes to campus. New
carpet, private laundry,
huge pool. 1 bdnn $~59;
2 bdnn $549 all utilities included. Call now 781-5471.

····•·•····•··•····

Only one 4 bdrm left!
Adjacent to campu~.
All appliances includmg
washer & dryer. CALL
SIMS REALTY. 842-7919 ·

·•·················
3 bdnn house for rent at 319
College Street. Reference &
. require
. d · N0 smokers
deposit
or pets allowed. $475 per
month. Call 842-4923
or 991-3192.

•···········••·····

Close to W.K.U, Big I bdnn.
$350/mo. + deposit & some
utilities. 796-7949

··•··•·
Close ;;•~:•;;:; 1 bdrm- ap~

$275-$300 month. Lease an
. d 846-2397.
deposit require

·•··••·············

3 bdnn. at St. James ~~t~.
1133 Chestnut, so me ut1ltt1es
aid $575/mo.781-8307
p '
•••••••••

···•·•··•·
•

r.

...................
*** ACT NOW! Guarantee
the best spring break prices!
South Padre, Cancun,
Jamaica, Bahamas, Acapulco,
Florida & Mardigras.
TRAVEL FREE, Reps
Needed, EARN $$$.

Group Discounts for 6+.
1-888-THINKSUN
( 1-888-844-6478 dept 2626) I
www.springbreakdiscounts.com

...................

Early Specials! Spring Break
Bahamas Party Cruise!
5 days $299! Include Meals,
Parties! Awesome Beaches,
Nightlife! Departs From
Florida!
Get Group- Go Free!!
springbreaktravel.com
1-800-678-6386

SrRINCi BREAK

...................
#1 Spring Break Vacations!
110% Best Prices! Mexico,
Jamaica, Bahamas, Florida,
Texas. Book Now &
Receive Free
Parties & Meals.
Campus Reps Wanted!
1-800-234-7007
endlesssummertours.com
Wanted! Spring Breakers!
Reps travel for FREE!
Lowest Price Guarantee! Call
1-800-795-4786 or email
sales@suncoastvacations.com !

...................

...................

DID YOU KNOW?
Golden Blade gives you an
extra piece of body jewelry
with every piercing FREE!
782-7090

...................
...................
...................

Early Spring Break Specials!
Cancun & Jamaica From
$429! Free Breakfast, Dinners
& Drinks! Award Winning
Company! Group Leaders
Free! Florida
Vacations from $149!
springbreaktravel.com
1-800-678-6386

HELP W .-\NTEl)

...................
THE HOLIDAY INN
UNIVERSITY PLAZA
HOTEL & CONVENTION
CENTER I021 Wilkinson
Trace Bowling Green, KY
42103 Currently have positions
for: Front Desk Front Desk
Supervisor Guest Service Rep.
Kitchen Sous Chef
Banquets AM/PM Janitor
Banquet Chef AM Audio Visual
Set-Up Maintenance PM
Maintenance Engineer
Benefits we offer: 401K
savings plan, paid vacation,
holidays, health & dental
insurance, paid life insurance.
Excellent working conditions.
EOEM/F
Apply within the hotel lobby.

Need good reliable help for
car audio installation. MECP
Certified preferred but not
mandatory. Good work ethic
& cooperative. Applications
available M-F 9:00am-6pm &
9-2 on Sat. Contact Total
Image Audio at 783-4900.

····•····••········

...................

MISC
NEED GRADUATION
ANNOUNCEMENTS? Go to
WWW.CARDGALLERY.COM
or call 1-800-428-3479

...................

Teller: Immediate opening
for teller at growing local
business. If you are peoplefriendly, dependable & looking for full or part-time
employment, call Checks Etc.
at 843-4435.

...................

Bartenders needed. No
experience necessary. Earn up
to $300 a day. Call
1-866-291-1884 ext.232.

...................

~

····E~~~. ·w~~t~d .t~ ... :

. i

DANCE ~

With the Pro's?
... here's your chance!

For mor~ information call:

(270) 796-9044
(270) 784-5441

:...........................•.....

Get Paid For Your Opinions!
Earn $15-$125 and
more per survey!
www.dollars4opinions.com

~Herald
Deadlines

Bartending Trainees
needed. $250/day
potential. Local positions
1-800-293-3985 ext 214.

Tuesdays
4:00
Fridays
. 4:00

...................

•

: Southern Kentucky Knights :
: Semi-Pro Dance Team is :
•
looking for Hot New
:
Dancers!

...................
...................

SPRING BREAK '03 with
filudentCity.com! Air, Hotel,

•··················

Earn BIG! Save BIG! Give
away Shopping Malls online
FREE! Saving & earning
has never been easier!
Get yours FREE TODAY!
www.smartmall.biz/l l 9993

$49,000 will buy this mobile
business. Nice rental units.
5-2 bdrm, 1-3 bdrm & 1-1
bdrm. Call 843-2101 before
8 pm or 202-0597.

...................

FREE FOOD & DRINKS
and J50% Lowest
Price Guarantee!
REPS WANTED! Earn
2 FREE TRIPS, VIP
treatment & cash!
Call l-800-293-1445 or email
•
I
saJes@studentc1ty.com.

MISC

Wanted: Bartender Waitress
Call 535-1749 or 782-8667 if
no answer, leave a message.

...................

Fraternities • Sororities
Clubs • Student Groups
Earn $1 000-$2 000 this semester with a proven
campusFundraiser 3 hour tfhundra~si~i e}~n~dr~~i~~1a~~~~~e
mak~ fund_rals lng easy~1 no r s
It worl<s. Contact
filling quickly, so gde t 't_Yllh thtii P8Q98 923~3238 or visit
campusFun raiser a 81 H) .
•

ram'

www,campus undra1ser com

•www.wkuherald .com•www.wkuherald.com •

Contact:

Notable
• Last year, FIU beat Western in volleyball to win the Sun Belt Tournament and finished No. 6 in the South
Region. Now, Western is No. 6 in the
South and FIU is 5-12 and unranked.

Sports editor Kyle Tucker:
sports@wkuherald.com
Photo editor Andreas Fuhrmann:
photo@wkuherald.com
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Thomas Cordy/Herald
Western's men's soccer team practiced penalty kicks at the Intramural Sports Complex yesterday. The Toppers play at Creighton at 7:30 p.m. tomorrow at Omaha, Neb.

Toppers trope recent history doesn't repeat
BY DANNY
SCHOENBAECHLER

Herald reporter
The new-look Hilltoppers are facing
some familiar problems. After jumping
out to a 4-0 start, an inconsistent men's
soccer team has gone 2-5-1 over its last
eight games.
The Toppers also started 4-0 last
year, but then stumbled to a 7-10 finish.
Now they're trying to prevent this
year's campaign from finding the same
fate.
Western (6-5-1, 0-2) must try and

"You have to face every game differently," Holmes said. "We are going
to need the size and strength of Piute
and Scott (DeGaris). We depend on
Darryl (Sattler) and Ron, and Scott is
obviously a valuable player."
Holmes said that defenders Clay
McMillan and Brad Benz have also
been playing well.
"Clay has really been improving
everyday as a defender," he said.
Sattler, the team's junior goalkeeper,
said the steadily improving crew is
starting to learn to play as a unit.
"We've played a lot better as we

find the win column this weekend, as Ron Piute said. "It gives us confidence
they try to climb back up the Missouri to know that we can play with anybody."
Valley Conference ranks.
They'll try to use that confidence to
The Toppers play at Creighton
get back on the upswing.
tomorrow and at Drake on Sunday.
"We showed this weekend where we
Those opponents played each other
last weekend and drew a 1-1 tie. are as a team," Western coach David
Creighton was No. 22 then, but Holmes said. "We are a young team,
and we're inconsistent. But I think that
dropped out of the top 25 this week.
Western played No. 10 Bradley we can put it all together and get a win
even for 88 minutes on Sunday before this weekend."
The Toppers are 0-6 all-time against
allowing the heartbreaking game-winCreighton and are faced with the task
ner.
"I definitely think that we can take a of stopping the Blue Jays' Alllot out of this loss," junior defender American forward Mike Tranchilla.

have gotten farther into the season," he
said. "We are really corning along the
more we play together."
The Toppers have seven remaining
games, all of which are conference
games. It will take a strong finish for
this year's team to avoid repeating a
disappointing history.
"Expectations are high, and we are a
resilient group," Holmes said. "I think
we will be ready to play by kickoff."

Reach Danny Schoenbaechler at
sports@wkuherald.com.

Volleyball

Football

New team, familiar ground for Toppers Revenge on Lady Tops' minds
kills against Arkansas State.
"I actually didn't know I made it until
someone mentioned it to me," Wagner
November 17, 2001 is a date that will said. "I was really shocked, but I was
five in infamy, so to speak, in the history happy I got it."
of Western volleyball. That was the day
So was Hudson. Wagner's early sucFlorida International stunned the Lady cess has been emblematic of the Lady
Toppers in the championship game of the Toppers' surprising start.
Sun Belt Conference Tournament, costSophomore hitter Amanda Cecil also
ing Western a bid to the NCAA garnered the conference's Defensive
Tournament.
Player of the Week, marking the first
Since that dreary day in Denver, the
time in the two years the SBC has handLady Toppers (18-4, 4-0 SBC) have had
ed out the two awards that one school has
Saturday's rematch with the Golden
Panthers (5-12, 1-2) circled on their cal- claimed both.
Along with Cecil and Wagner, the
endar.
young
team has thrived.
"Certainly, it's not going to take much
Western
ranks first in the Sun Belt in
of a pregame speech for our returning
players," Coach Travis Hudson said. team kills, assists and hitting percentage.
"But you have to remember that almost The Lady Toppers are second or third in
four other categories.
half of our lineup is freshmen."
In the NCAA's South Regional poll
But the rookies have no doubt been
filled in on the significance of this one. released Wednesday, Western ranked
And what Westem's trio of freshmen sixth, the first non-Southeastern
lack in experience, they make up for in Conference school on the list. The Lady
Toppers are behind Florida South
talent.
Monday, rookie outside hitter Jessie Carolina, Arkansas, Alab~a and
Wagner was named Sun Belt Conference Louisiana State in the South Region
Player of the Week, due in large part to which includes teams from the Sun Bel~
her 24 kills in a win Saturday against
Su REVENliE PAGE 13
Arkansas-Little Rock. She also had 13
BY MICHAEL CASAGRANDE

BY KEITH FARNER

Herald reporter

Herald reporter
With first-year program Florida
International corning to town this weekend, it may be more of a reunion than an
introduction for some Western players.
Ten Hilltoppers hail from the
Sunshine State, the most of any state
outside of Kentucky. One reason is
because Western focuses its recruiting
on Florida, which is among the richest
Southern football states.
That particular recruiting pipeline
has been flowing almost as long as head
coach Jack Harbaugh has been here.
''When you're able to get four or
five, six, seven players from Florida,
then they tell their friends and they've
got teammates that they played with in
high school. You start a little tradition,"
Harbaugh said.
And it's no surprise that one of the
most celebrated players of that tradition,
now assistant coach Willie Taggart, is
from Bradenton, Fla.
But just before he committed to
Western, administrators told Harbaugh
the football team was going to be cut.
"We were at a low, low, low, low,
low, point," Harbaugh said.

H. Rick Mach/Herald
Assistant coach Keven Lightner goes through a defensive play during
practice yesterday at Smith Stadium.

Then Jim Harbaugh was brought on
staff, and the first player he called was
Taggart.
'That kind of started it all for us,"
Harbaugh said.
"I didn't even know about that at the
time," Taggart said. "When I got up

here as a freshman, I still didn't know
until I read an article about it in the
Herald one day."
Taggart said that football in Florida
is like basketball in Kentucky.
SEE FAMILIAR PAGE
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The hottest club in town!
Don't be left out!
302 Morgantown Road• Bowling Green• 270-783-8995
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